
Since 2001 we have been organising ski holidays in the unspoilt, charming resort of Megeve, a chic French
resort located in the very heart of the French Alps. We pride ourselves on the attention to detail and 

the amazing food rounded off with a Top Class Service, to ensure you enjoy a unique chalet experience.

Welcome to Ski Royale holidays

Megeve  . . . .   Not just a Ski Resort 



Les Cimes
Is our larger chalet and is perfect for a ski weekend or a short ski break, in fact 80 % of our bookings 

are short breaks. We aim to provide you with a hassle free few days with Maximum time on the slopes.



We cater  for couples, families, corporate trips or a group of friends. The chalet is equipped with Free 
Wi-Fi, Wii Console, Apple TV, dvd player, Ipod docking station,  Games, books and magazines.



Les Cimes is just a few minutes away from the nearest ski lift. 
The chalet is relaxed and informal with a fun, friendly atmosphere



Warm, clean and comfortable bedrooms with refurbished bathrooms



Luxury bedding, soft pillows and snuggly duvets





Complimentary toiletries and Fluffy towels which are changed midweek



Larger family rooms are perfect for a family or friends sharing.





Enjoy and Relax in the bar with a pre-dinner drink



whilst indulging in a few canapés before dinner.



A cosy dining area with soft leather sofa’s and a reading area.



We believe that the food is a very Important part of your holiday which is why we onlyonlyonlyonly employ 
professional experienced chefs.



Mouth watering food, delicious desserts!
All dietary requirements and children’s meals are catered for.



Our short Ski breaks just keep getting better!
Arrive on an early flight into Geneva where you will be met on arrival, then it’s a short transfer to Megeve, 

ski passes ready, a quick visit to the ski shop and you should be skiing by lunchtime, everything is 
organised smoothly and effortlessly to ensure you spend maximum time on the slopes. 



Guest Feedback

I have been skiing every winter since 1963 and during that time I have experienced (or organised ) all sorts of 
skiing trips to the Alps and the Rockies, to Hotels and Chalets, catered and self-catering. I have to say that the 

week we spent with you at Hotel les Cimes has to rank as one of the best. You have managed to create a 
warm and friendly atmosphere with a relaxed and flexible approach whilst at the same time maintaining excellent 

standards. We are quite a large and diverse group, All of us were impressed by the warmth and friendliness of 
the whole Ski Royale team, because we have all been skiing for such a long time we do not normally take
advantage of ski guiding, but it was such a pleasant experience and so well organised and unregimented 
that it became one of the highlights of our skiing, The food was also to an exceptionally high standard, 

Doug Jan 2012

Our 4th time at Les Cimes, as usual the chalet was 5*, the staff 6* and the food off the scale, see you 
next year. Bernard, Lisa, Holly & Laura, January 2013. 

Great Stay - Fab Skiing and weather, Brilliant food and a fun crowd as always. 

Thanks Michelle, Adam & Team.  Liz, Andy, Kyle & Christie January 2013

Can’t thank you all enough, simply perfect in every way  from collection to ski guiding and fantastic food 
to wonderful service. You are a great team and it’s a great formula, Can’t wait to return. 

Sarah & Steve March 2014. 

Amazing place, warm & cosy, Great friendly staff, the food is the best, Amazing chef, definitely coming again!               
Pat, Kee & Shardae March 2014

We were really looking forward to coming this year and were not disappointed, of course we come for the skiing but 
the reality is that you really make us feel at home so much that the holiday is really about being at ‘les cimes’. 
Thank you for another great week, thank you to Charlie, great food! Thank you for the care and attention of 
the whole team, thank you for the excellent guiding. But thank you most for the warm welcome and the fun 

that you make for all of us at New Year. Peter, Di, Tori & Rory, New Year 2013



Call us on + 44  8450  758  228 
or email info@skiroyale.com

Couldn’t be easier

Booking your holiday at Les Cimes

We hope the chalet is of interest and if you 

have any questions or would like to make a 

reservation please do not hesitate to contact us.


